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ln thi_s paper we pr_opos~ a concept of type and type sorts for logic programming 

and we dtscuss computmg Wlth types and type sorts. Instead of defining "well-sorted" 
terms and substitutions, type constraints and type sort constraints are defined. We 

assume that the universe of discourse can be represented by ground data terms. Data 

terms {also ca1led constructor terms) are generated by contructor symbols and vari

ables. Constructor symbols are function symbols which are interpreted by themselves 

and do not have any operational semantics. Ground data terms are data terms with

out ~ny variables. A data term with variables can be regarded as a representation of a 

specific subset o~the ~niverse of discourse. However, generally, not every ground data 

term can be asstgned to an ·element of the universe of discourse. The construction ·or 

data terms can be restricted if typed variables are used instead of genera) variables 
where a type characterizes a specific set of data terms. For the representation of typ~ 
data terms are used. Thus we have to distinguish between two kinds of constructor 

symbols: constructor symbols for the representation of the basic objects of the uni

verse and constructor symbols for the representation of types. In the sequel we use 

the names "object constructor" and "type constructor" for these kinds of constructor 

symbols. Furthermore, data terms generated only by object constructors and vari

ables are called object terms, and data terms for the representation of types are called 
type terrns. 

Types can be defined by type rules of the form s :=:\.. t <- C , where 6 is 

a type term, t is an object term and C is a set of type constraints. For example, 

the type of natural numbers can be defined by the following type rules: nat :=> o 
and . nat :=> sue( z) <- z : nat . This syntax emphasizes the concept that types are 

spectfied by means of the elements belonging to these types. Thus type rules can also 
be regarded as rules forth~ generation of the elements belonging to the corresponding 

type. Note that types are mterpreted as subsets of the universe. 

~e _introduce type sorts so that the set of types itself can be structured . A type 

sort ts mterpreted as a set of types. For example, type sorts may be introduced for 

types representing subsets of numbers, for types representing sets of lists and for 
types representing specific object terms. A type sort does not contain any p~rameter 
but a subset relation can exist between some type sorts. The introduction of a typ~ 
so~t for a set of types has more expressive power than a type representing the union of 
th1s set. There are better possibilities of structuring the universe by the introduction 
of type sorts. 

We show that the definitions of types and type sorts can be transformed into 

definite clauses. Therefore, the semantics of the types and type sorts can be based on 

the least Her brand model of the constraint theory consisting of these definite clauses. 

An impor~ant o~eration w!th types is the generation of the intersection of two types. 
If _computmg wttl-l types 1s regarded as constraint processing, then it is sufficient 

to generate an element which belongs to the intersection (or to prove that such an 
element does not exist). 

. Type constraint processing is based on SLD-resolution with a specific computa

tiOn rule. Type checking, i.e. checking if a type constraint without any variable is 

satisfiable, is shown to be decidable. Provided that the specifications of types and 

type sorts satisfy certain conditions, some interesting properties of type constraint 

Jllllr i'SSing are discussed. Furthermore, a strategy for type constraint processing is 

t•r nposed . 
T he type system discussed in this paper differs mainly from other approaches of 

ty p · systems by the following points: 
• Types are strictly regarded as constraints and computation with types is re

garded as contraint processing. 
• Besides type variables, object terms and object variables can be parameters of 

types. 
• The set of types, is structured by type sorts (note that the introduction of type 

sorts is mentioned in [11]) . . 
Usually, the definitions of types hiJ.ve to satisfy certain conditions in order to 

!'o llnrantee good properties of computation. In the presented approach these conditions 

nrc syntactical conditions which can be easily checked. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the usual notations and basic results 

of the foundations of logic programming and constraint logic programming (see e.g. 

[17), [13, 14]) . 

2 Basic Definitions and Notations 

The set of function symbols 1F is subdivided into symbols for object constructors 

1Fobj , symbols for type constructors lF'type, and 0-ary symbols for type sorts lF,ort • 

These subsets are supposed to be pairwise disjoint. We use the notation f/n if we 

want to express that a function symbol f is associated with the arity n. ln the 

following we suppose that 1F is given and finite, types E lF,ort , and that both 1Fobj 

and lFtype contain at least one function symbol of arity 0. Two sorts of_variabl~ are 

introduced: a denumerable set V obi= { :z:, y, z, Zt, Yt, ZJ, Z21 ••• } of object vartables 

and a denumerable set V type= {ex, {3, cx1 , fJ1o 012 , • •. } of type variables (throughout 

this paper we use these notations for variables) . The union of these sets of variables 

is denoted by V and we use the notation of an object variable, if we want to mark a 

variable of any sort. If E:z: is a syntactical expression, the set of (object and type) 

variables which are contained in it is denoted by var(Ez) and the set of type variables 

by vartype(Ez). 
If a set V C V of variables and a set F ~ 1F of function symbols are given, the 

set of first ord; r terms Tm(V, F) is defined as usual. Elements of Tm(V obj, 1Fobj) 

are called object terms (data terms) and denoted by 0. The set T of type terms 

is the set of terms h(t1 , •.. , tn) satisfying the following conditions: h/n E 1Ftype and 

t 1 , ... , tn E V type U T U 0. We say a term is ground if there is not any variable in jt. 

The set of ground object terms is denoted by Oo and the set of ground type terms by 

To. A type constraint is a syntactical expression of the form t: s, where one of the 

following conditions must be satisfied: t E 0 and s E V t11peUT or t E Vt11peUT and 

s E IF,ort . A variable constraint is a type constraint :z:: s with z E V obj U ~type and 
z ft var(s) . We use a tilde to denote a sequence of terms. For example, t denotes 

the terms t 1 , . .. , tn. 3~ denotes the exential closure of a formula ~. 
A substitution u is a mapping from V to the set Tm(V ,lF) such that the eeL 
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{ z E V I u( z) f. z} is finite, z E V o&j implies u( z) E 0, and a E V tvpe implies 
u(a) E T. We use the notation u(t) to represent the term obtained by replacing 
the variables of t by their images under u. A substitution u is determined by a set 
{zdt1, · .. , Zn/tn}. The composition uor of two substitutions u and r is defined 
by uor(z) = r(u(z)). A unifier of an equation t = u is a substitution u such that 
u(t) and u(u) are syntactically identical. A unifier u of an equation t = u is called 
a most general unifier of this equation, if for each unifier d there is a substitution 
T su~ t~at d = uor. A unifier of a set of equations { t1 = u1, ... , tn = un} is a 
substJtut10n u such t_hat u is a unifier of each equation occuring in this set. Note 
that a unifier takes into account the two sorts of variables. 

3 Type Sorts and Types 

We introduce type sorts so that the ·set of types itself can be structured. A type sort 
does not contain any parameter and is interpreted as a set of types. A subset relation 
can exist between some type sorts. We assume that there ill a type sort types which 
is interpreted as the set of all types. The introduction of a type sort for a set of types 
has more expressive power than a type representing the union of this set. There are 
better possibilities of structuring the universe by the introduction of type sorts. 

Definition 1 (specification of type sorts) A specification of type sorts consists 
of a set lF'!ort ~ IFaort and a .set of definitions a := b1 + + . . . + + bJ: with 
a E lF&ort \ ( lF'!ort U {types} ) and b1, ... , bk E IF,ort . If JF, 0 rt \ { types} -:f. 0, tben 
types ¢ lF'!ort . The elements of IF!ort are called basic type sorts. 

Example 1 A specification of type sorts is: 
IF'!ort = {number _types, lisLtypes, vehicle_types, person_types, country_types}, 
basic_ob}ect_types := vehicle_types ++ person_types ++ country_types. <J 

A definition of a type consists of a declaration of this type and a set of type rules 
(the definition rules). The declaration of a type determines the types and type sorts 
respectively, of the arguments and specifies the type sort to which the type belongs: 
Type rules can be regarded as rules for the generation of the elements belonging to 
the corresponding type. 

Definition 2 (declaration of a type) A declaration of a type h/n E lFtype is 
an expression type h : St X .•. X Sn -+ a , wbere s1 , • •• , Sn E .IF,ort U To and 
a E .IF•ort • 

Definition 3 (type rule) A type rule of a type is an expression s :=> u <- C 
sucb that the following conditions are satisfied ( z denotes any variable): 

(1) s=h(tl, ... , tn) with hElFtype 1 tt, .. . ,tnEOUToUVtype, and uEO; 
(2) C is a set of variable constraints with var( C) ~ var( u) U var( s) ; 
(3) if z: r E C, then z E var(u) \ var(s), var(r) ~ var(s), and there is not 
any type variable which occurs more than once in r (if var(u) ~ var(s), then 
C= 0); 
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( 4) if u E V and u : r E C, tben r ft V tvpe , and the type constructor h does 
not. occur in r ; 

(5) if z : r E C is a variable constraint which contains the type constructor h , 
then r = h( r1, ... , rl:), h does not occur in any argument ri of r, and for 
each i $ k holds ri E V type or vartype(r,) = 0 . 

li~xample 2 The definitions of the type of finite natural numbers {0, suc(O), ... , z} 
nud the type of lists with a certain number of elements are given (the definition of 
ntrl/0 is given in Section 1). 

I 

type f _nat : nat -+ number _typ~s 
J. nat(z) :=> z 
J . nat(suc(z)) :=> y <- y:f _nat(z) 

type list : nat x types -+ lisLtypes 

list(O, a) :=> [] 
list(suc(z),a) :=> [ylz] <- y:a, 

z: list( z, a) <J 

LcL h(tt, ... , tn) :=> u <- C be a type rule. If the argument t, of h(tt, ... , tn) 
lr1 a type parameter, then t; is a type variable or a ground type term (condition (1) 
uf Definition 3 ). The conditional part C of this type rule cannot introduce any new 
variable (condition (2) ). The conditional part C contains variable constraints only 
ror such variables which belong to u and do not belong to h(tt, ... , tn) (condition 
{:I)). Condition (5) of Definition 3 restricts the possibilities of recursive definitions. 
'l1hese restrictions of the definitions of types and the assumption that type sorts and 
t.y pes are hierachically defined guarantee good properties of computation. Especially, 
these conditions are needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 

Note that a type rule s :=> z <- z: r states that the interpretation of r is a sub-
ljOL of the interpretation of s. Furthermore, a type rule of the form 
11 :=> x <- z:s1,z:s2 states that the interpretation of s is the intersection of 
the interpretations of r1 and r2 . 

A type can also be defined by means of a set definition ( s := {t1, ... , tm} , wher~ 
11 E IF'type and tt, ... , tm are 0-ary function symbols of IFooj ) or by means of a union of 
types ( s := s1 ++ ... ++ Sm with s1, ... , Sm E T and var({st, ... , sm}) ~ var(s) ). 
ll owever, such a definition can be transformed into a set of type ru]es. A definition 
or a type by means of a set definition s := { Ut , .• . , Um) can be transformed into the 
type ru]es s :=> u 1 , . •• , s :=> Um . A definition of a type by means of a definition 
1t := s1 ++ ... ++sm can be transformed into the type rules s :=> z <- z: St, 

•.. , s :=> z <- z : Sm , where z is a new variable ( z does not occur in 
11 , s 1, .. . , Sm ). Therefore, in the following, we can suppose that all types are defined 
hy means of type rules. 

We assume that type sorts and types are hierarchically defined (i.e. a type can be 
1mly used in a type definition, if this type is already defined) , where a direct recursive 
dofloition of types is allowed. This assumption can be formally defined by a function 
(level mapping) '1 of JF into the natural numbers such that the following conditions 
uru satisfied: 
(0 0) lf f E IFooj , hE IF'type, and a E IF,ort \ {types}, then 

17(/) < '1(11) < 17(a) < '1(types). 
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(Cl) U a := b1 ++ ... ++ bl< is a definition of type sorts, then TJ(bi) < TJ(a) for 
each i$k. 

( C2) If type h : St X •.• X Bn -+ a is a declaration of some type, then '1(9) < '1( h) 
for each g E 1F111pe occuring in s 1 , ••• , Bn • 

(C3) H h(tt. . .. , tn) :=> u <- C is a type rule, then 

• '7(9) < 11( h) for each g E 1Fc11pe contained in t 1 , ••• , tn ; 
• 11(9) < 11(h) for each g E 1Fc11pe which occurs in C and g ;/=h. 

Because of technical reasons we introduce further notations. The expression 
z: ( St, · · ·, Sn) abbrev'iates the set {% : Bt 1 ••• , z : 8n } . We use this notation in the 
case n = 1, too. The notation z.: (sl, ... , sn) 1±1 C means that there is not any r 
such that z : r E C. .JF;ype denotes the set of finite tuples of elements of JF

111
pe • 

Analogously, 70• denotes the set of finite tuples of elements of To . 

4 Type Clauses 

Specifications of type sorts and types can be transformed into definite clauses called 
type clauses. I 

If a := b1 ++ · · . ++ b1 is a definition of some type sort, then the following 
clauses are generated: a: a <- a: b1 , ... , a: a <- a: b1 . Moreover the clause 
a: types <- a: a is added for each type sort a which does not occur in the left band 
~ide of some definition of a type sort. If h(t1, . . . , tn) :=> u <- y1 : r1 , ... , 1/k: r~c 
Js a type rule of a type definition and type h : 81 x . . . x sn -+ a is the dec
laration belonging to this definition, then the following definite clause is generated: 
u:h(tt, ... ,tn) <- 111:r1, ••. , Y~c:rl<, t1:s1, ... , tn:8n. Inadditiontheclause 
h(zl> · · ·, Zn) : a <- z1: Bt , ... , Zn: Bn is generated for the declaration. 

Example 3 The following clauses are generated by the definition of list/2 1: 

list( z , a) : list_types <- z : nat , a: types 
[]: list(O, a) <- 0: nat a : types 
[yjz]:Jist(s(z),a) <- y:a, z:list(z,a), s(:r:):nat, a :types <1 

A type cl~use u: h(i) :=> u <- C is said to be recursive, if the type constructor 
h occurs m C. In the other case this clause is called nonrecursive type clause. 

The described tra~sformation can be improved for recursive type clauses such 
that type checking of the arguments of a recursive type is only carried out in the 
first call and not in a recursive call .. If the definition of hfn E lFcype is recursive 
and type h : s1 X ... x 8n -+ a lS the corresponding declaration then lF 
• • IJ1pe 
Is extended by a new symbol h,.ecfn of a type constructor, the definite clause 
:r::h{zt, ... ,zn) <- z:hrec(ZJ, ... ,zn), Zt:sl 1 • •• , Zn:sn is added, and for each 
type rule h(i) :=> u <- Yt: r1 , ... , 1/k: r~; the type clause 
u: hrec(i) <- 1/1: 6(rt), · · · , 1/A:: 6(r1:) is generated, where 6(ri) is generated from 

1see Examp]e 2 
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11 l,y l.he replacement of h by hrec (i.e. the types of the arguments i are not 
t lt nc•lwd) . Note that the type function h,.eefn may occur in these type clauses, only. 

lt'or each object variable :r {and type variable a 1 respectively) occuring in some 
1 VI'" tlo.use, there is a type constraint t : 8 in the body of this clause such that 
11 1 11t1 r( t ) and s E V 1111e U T (and a = t , 8 E lF6orc , respectively). Moreover, there 
hi 1101, u.ny type constraint z: a of some clause such that z E Vo and a E lF.ort . Thus 
t llll'!~rc• nl. notations (and sorts) of both kinds of variables are not necessary. Whether 
11 v11riu.ble occuring in some type clause is an object vadable or a type variable can be 
,lmh•r.ud from syntactical information on this type rule. It is easy to define a binary 
"''"'·•on = by means of definite clauses such that, for the least Herbrand model 
I( nf this set of clauses, t = u is valid in 1-t= if, and only if t E 0 U T U lF•orf 
1111d u is identical to t . Consequently, we can consider one-sorted logic. However, 
•uh Li t.u tions are defmed in a restricted way (see Section 2) and take into account the 
• h~t l ucod sorts of variables. 

' l' lle semantics of the types and type sorts are determined by the least Herbrand 
utodc·l 1-£1 of the generated clauses. The set { t E Oo I t: 8 E 1-£'} can be regarded 
1111 l.l te interpretation of some type 8 E To. Analogously, the set { s E To l s: a E 1-£'} 
, "" he regarded as the interpretation of a type sort a E lF•ort. 

'I' lie union of the set of type clauses generated from specifications of type sorts and 
l yp~'N and from the set of clauses for defining the relation = is called constraint the
my, 'fhe least Herbrand model of the constraint theory is the union of the Her.brand 
utntlols 1-£1 and 1-£= . 

r, Logic Programming with Type Constraints 

A logic program with type constraints consists of definite clauses with type declara
f,IOnb for each relation and of specifications of type sorts and types, where the relations 
••:•• and "='' must not occur in the head of these clauses. The definite clauses and 
tlw corresponding type declarations for the relations can be transformed into clauses 
wli;h type constraints each being of the form H +- C 0 B11 ... , Bn, where H (called 
lumd) and B1 , • •• , Bn (called body) are atomic formulas, and C is a set of type 
runst.raints and equations. The type constraints belonging to C are generated from 
l.ht· t.ype declarations of the predicates occuring in the body, where we assume that 
n predicate can only be called, if the arguments satisfy the types given in the type 
~ lt•c l n,ration of this predicate. A goal is a clause without head. Thus we can assume 
l.ltat a set of clauses with type constraints and a constraint theory consisting of type 
r lll.uses and equations are given. Using type inference the number of type constraints 
rnn be reduced (in many cases drastically) . 

Since a logic program with type constraints consists of definite clauses, the least 
ll orbrand model can be used for the semantics. This Herbrand model is an extension 
of tbe least Herbrand model of the constraint theory. A ground type term s is 
lnt,crpreted as the set of ground object terms t such that t: s belongs to the least 
ll1•rbran d model. Analogously, a type sort is interpreted. 

Let ?ic be the least Herbrand model of the given constraint theory. A deriva-
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tion step takes a goal - CA <>At, ... , Ai, ... , An , takes a variant of a clause 
H - CB <> B1, ... , Bm of the given program, and returns a new goal 
- CA UCBu{H =A;} <>Alt ... ,A;-t, Bt, ... , Bm,A;+J, ... ,An, if the constraints 
CA U CB U { H = A;} are satisfiable in 'lie . A derivation sequence is a possibly infi
nite sequence of goals connected by derivation steps. A derivation sequence is called 
succesful if it is finite and its last goal contains only constraints. This inference yu}e 
is a special case of the resolution with restricted quantifiers described in [4). Thus 
soundness and completeness of our system follow from the results presented in this 
book. I 

The strategy of deduction can be modified for reasons of efficiency. In every 
derivation step the constraints C ·can be replaced by simplified constraints C, , if 
1i t= C - C, . The complete test for satisfiability of the constraints can be replaced by 
a checkup of necessary conditions of satisfiability, if the satisfiability of the relevant 
constraints is proved in the last derivation step and the satisfiability of the other sets 
of constraints (belonging to the derivation sequence) fo11ows frorp this proof. 

6 Type Constraint Processing 

For constraint processing we need rules for the test of satisfiability and rules for the 
simplification of a set of constraints. Since the constraint theory is a set of definite 
clauses, computing with constraints can be based on SLD-resolution. Because of the 
assumptions with respect to the type rules, special computation rules can be applied 
for the SLD-resolution. 

The subset of equations contained in a set of constraints can be deleted, if there is 
a most general unifier of these equations (in the other case the constraints cannot be 
satisfied) and this unifier is applied to the set of constraints. Therefore, we consider 
only sets of type constraints in this section. Futhermore, we assume that the type 
terms occuring in a set o~ type constraints are ground terms. This means that the 
type parameters of a logic program with type constraints are assumed to be input 
variables (or that these variables can be bound by abstract interpretation). If a SLD
resolution step is applied to a type constraint which does not contain any type term 
with variables, then the new type constraints cannot contain type terms with variables 
either. 

In the following let 1?.' be a finite set of type clauses and Jet 1i' be the least 
Herbrand model of nt. The following theorem is devoted to an important property 
of type checking (i.e. checking if a type constraint without any variable ho1ds). 

Theorem 1 If ~ : s is a type constraint with var(t : s) = 01 then it is decidable 
whether t: s follows from 'Rt or not. 

Proof (Sketch). Let NJ be the set of ordered tuples of natural numbers, where 
the first element of a tuple is the greatest number, i.e. n; ~ ni' for each tuple 
(n1 , .•. , n1) of .N1 , if i $ j. An ordering between the elements of .N1 is defined 
by: (n1, ... , n1..) > (mlt ... , m.~:.,.) iff one of the following conditions is satisfied 
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t.hcre is an i with 1 $ i $ kn and i $ km such that n, > m, -and n; = fflJ 

for all j with 1 $ j < i or 
k,.. > km and n; = m; for all j with 1 $ j $ km . 

'l'hlfl l~inary relation is a linear ordering in .N1 and is well-founded in .N1 , i.e. there 
I" uo infinite sequence { ii;} of elements of .N, such that n; > ii,+l for all i ~ 0. An 
wtl~~riug for a set of pairs { (n, iii) In, mE .N,} is defined by: (fit' n2) > (iiit 'nh) 
Ill ;t l > riit or nl = riit a.nd n2 > m2. 

l'lt;,ch type constraint is mapped by a function 'It to a pair of tuples of natural 
ut lltthors. This function 'II and the functions ~' : 'To -+ .N,, ~c : Oo -+ NJ are 
elnllnud by: _ 

:For each s E 'To , ~,( s) is an or~ered tuple ( n1 , ... , rh,) E .N, such that there 
is a one-to-one mapping beetween the symbols of type functions occuring in s 
and the natural numbers of the tuple, where each h E_1Ft11pe occuring in B is 
mapped to a natural number n; with n; = fJ(h). 
For each t E 0 0 , ~c(t) is a.n ordered tuple (mlt ... , m.~:) E .N, s~ch ~bat 
tbere is a one-to-one mapping beetween the object constructors occurmg m t 
and the natural numbers of the tuple, where each g E IFobj occuring in t iE 
mapped to a natural number m; with ffli = 71(g) . 
'For each t E Oo and s E To, \ll(t : s) = ( ~,(s) , ~e(t)) · 
Foreach aElFmt and sE'To, \ll(s:a)=(~t(s),(fJ(a))). 

'I'IH•II Theorem 1 follows from the proposition: If t : s <- Ut : rt, ..• , t11: r.1: is~ 
,.,o 1111d instance of a type clause of 'Rt, then holds: \ll(t: s) > \ll(u; : r;) for all 1 

wltlJ 1 ~ i $ k . <l 

Thus a type constraint without any variable can be reduced to "true" or ":talset 
nrld i~ is sufficient to consider type constraints t : s with s E 'To and var(t) # 0 
Jukrest.ing cases are: "Is there a computed answer for t: s" and "ls there a computec 
niiiiWer for z: ( Bt, •.. , sn) ?" In general these problems are not decidable. However 
If t,here is not any recursive type clause in nt , then these problems are decidable. 

In support of type constraint processing a function ~ of 0 U 'T U 'To" U lF,orl ~c 
l 'ow(!Fobj )UPow(lFtype) is defined ( Pow(M) denotes the power set of a set M ): Th1 
fnucLion is based on a dependency graph (see also [21]). Before the unary function L 
1 '"' be defined we need the definitions of two other unary functions. Note that the& 
tlt\llnitions are correct since we suppose that there is a level mapping satisfying th 
c!OJiditions (CO) - (C3}. 

1 )~ fl nition 4 ( is a function of IF'tgpe U IF;11pe to P ow(IF obi) which is defined in tb 
fiJ)Iowing way : 

• For each h E 1F111pe, ((h) is the set of all f E IFo•j satisfying one of tb 
foJlowing conditions: 

- there is a type clause J(i) : h( u) ~ c in 1?.1 
; 

- there is a type clause z: h(u) <- z: (gt(ill), ... ,gt(iil)) l:tiC in 'R! 
zEVobj, and f/mE(((glt·· ·•g")) . 
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• For each (g~, ... ,gl) E 1F;ype, (((g1 , ••• , Yl)) = ((g1) n ... n ((g1). 

De~nition 5 € is a function of IF1 ort to Pow(IFaype) which is defined in the fol
lowwg way: For each a E F,or,, .;(a) is the set of all h E IFaype satisfying one of 
~he following conditions: 

• there is a type clause h( i): a <- C in 'R.' ; 

• there is a type clause :t:a <- :t:b in 'R.', :t E Vtype, and h e.;(b). 

Definition 6 For e~cb t E 0 U T U 70• U JF,.,., , .1-(t) is defined by: 
• if t E V obj, then A(t) = IFo&j ; 
• if t E V type, then .1-(t) = lFa.ype ; 

• if t E 0 and t = f(t1, ... ,t,.), then .1-(t) = {/}; 
• iftET and t:h(u1, ... ,um), then .1-(t)=((h); 
• ifteTo· and t:(gl(ul), ... ,gt(ilt)), then .1-(t)=((gl)n ... n((g,t); 
• if t E lF,ort , then A(t) = .;(t) . 

The function A depends only on the specifications of the types and type sorts. 
Therefore, this function can be generated at compile time1

• The following lemma 
shows the advantages of the function A. The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 

Lemma 1 Let a E IF,ora , h(u), s, s1, ... , sm E To, and f(i) E 0. 
• Ifhf/c.1.(a), then 1i1 Jth(u):a. 
• Iff ric .1-(s), then 'H' Jt 3f(i) :s. 
• If .1.((sJo ... ,sm))= 0 , then 'H1 Jt3:r:(:r::(s1, .. . , sm)). 

Necessary conditions for satisfiability of type constraints follow from this lemma. 
Furthermore, the number of type cJauses which are applicable to a type constraint 
can be reduced, if this lemma is used. The following inference rules take into account 
the statements of Lemma 1 . 

Let C be a set of type constraints with two kinds of constraints: t : s with 
tEO\Vo&j,var(s)=0 , and :r::(s1, ... ,s,.) with :tEVobj, (s1 , ... ,s,.)E70•. For 
these two kinds of constraints, we formulate different inference rules. Furthermore 
we formulate different inference rules for the two kinds of clauses: u: r <- C with 
u £t V , and :t: r <- C with :t E V obj . There is one inference rule for each of these 
four cases ( :r: and y denote object variables): 

(1) 

(2) 

{t:s}uc 
u:r <- C,. 
u(C,.) U u(C) 

{t:s}UC 

if t and u are not variables, and 
u is a most general unifier of u: r 
and t :s 

y :r<- y:(rJ, .. . , rt)tt~C,. 
{ t: u(r1), ... , t :u(rt) } U u(C,.) U C 

if t is not any variable, u is a 
match substitution such that u(r) = s, 
and A(t) n A((rt, ... , r.~:)) :F 0 
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:r: : ( S 11 .. . 1 Sn) ttl C 
(:t ) y:r <- y:(rt, ... , r~;)I±ICr 

.r. :(s1 , . .. , s,_ 1, u(rl), ... ,u(r~:), Sa+t 1 •• • ,sn) l±l u(C,.) U C 

if u is a match 
substitution such 
that u(r) = s; and 

« : (st, ... , s,.) I±IC 
/(ilt} :rt <- Ct 

A((slt ... , s,.)) n 
.1-((rl , . . . , r~;)) #: 0 

( ) /(un): r,. <___:_ c .. ,, 
u(Ct) U ... U u(Cn) U u(C) 

if u is a most general unifier of · 
{s1 = r 1 , ... ,s,. = r,.,z =f(ul), ... , :r: = f(u,.)} 

lu fnrouce rule (1) is the SLD-resolution rule for the considered case. With respect to 
M1 11 coDBidered cases, the inference rules (2) and {3) correspond to the SLD-resolution 
rule with an additional condition for the choice of type clauses. Inference rule ( 4) can 
IJ!' r .. garded as a sequence of SLD-resolution steps with a special selection rule. 

Using these inference rules a derivation of a finite set of type constraints is usually 
tl t1011ed. Such a derivation is called succesful if it is finite and the last set of type 
1 oll t~t ra.ints is empty. Obviously, each derivation of a set of type constraints is an 
HI1D-derivation. By contrast with SLD-derivation the additional conditions of the 
lurcrence rules (2) and (3) do not result in a restriction of succesful derivations (see 
Lemma 1). The following theorem is a consequence of the results on SLD-resolution 
(rwo e.g. (17]) and Lemma 1. 

'L'Iteorem 2 Let C be a finite set of type constraints which is satisfiable in ?i1 
. 

• I/ C1 is generated from C by applying an inference rule, then Ct is satisfiable 
in 1£1

. 

• There is a succesful derivation of C . 

Note that u(C,.) does not contain any variables in the inference rules (2) and (3) . 
Hi nee type checking is decidable (Theorem 1) the condition 1i1 I= u( Cr) can be used 
for the choice of a type rule. Thus inference rule (2) can be replaced by a more 
'omplex inference rule (2' ): 

(2' ) 

{t:s}UC 
y:r<- y:(rlt··· •rl:)l±lCr 
{t :u(rl), ... ,t:u(r.~:)} UC 

if t is not any variable, u is a match substi
tution such that u( r) = s, ?it I= u( C,.), and 
A(t) n A((rt, . . . , rt)) #: 0 

luference rule (3') can be analogously generated from inference rule {3). 

We assume that a finite set C of type constraints is given and that t: s E C implies 
var( s) = 0 . The following operations are proposed for type constraint processing: 

1. Checking necessary conditions 

• If there is a type constraint t : s E C such that A(t) n .1-(s) = 0 or 
if there is a set of variable constraints z : ( s1, ... , Sm) s; C such that 
.1.((s1 , . . . , sm)) = 0, then C cannot be satisfiable. 



• If there is a type constraint t : 8 E C or a set of variable constraints 
z : ( St, . . . , Sm) ~ C such that there is not any inference rule which can be 
applied to this constraint or to this set of constraints, then C cannot be 
satisfiable. 

2. Type checking and simplification 

• Let t : s E C be a type constraint with var(t : s) = 0 . If 1{1 I= t: s, then 
this constraint can be deleted from C . If 1{1 Jr! t : s , then C cannot be 
satisfiable. ,For type checking inference rules (1) and (2) can be applied. 

• Inference rules (1), (2'), (3'), or {4) are applied with respect to a type 
constraint, if there is only one type clause which can be used. 

3. Checking satisfiability 

• The inference rules are applied to generate a succesful derivation of C. 

F\ut~ermore, we suggest .that the number of applications of a recursive type clause is 
restracted by a computataon rule. In such a case, the complete test of satisfiability is 
delayed. I 

Using the operations "type checking and simplification" , the given set C of type 
~onstraints is replaced by a simplified set C6 of type constraints (if type checking 
lS succesful; the other case is trivial). Because of completeness of SLD-resolution 
1l' I= C +-+ C, · holds. 

If the type clauses satisfy certain conditions, some interesting properties can be 
deduced. For this, results on terminating logic programs can be also used (see e.g. 
[21]) . For instance, if z:s is a type constraint with var(s) = 0 and the type clauses 
which are needed for the construction of the SLD-tree of z : s are nonrecursive then 
this SLD-tree is finite and the elements belonging to s can be generated by a' finite 
number of derivation steps. In the following theorem, sufficient conditions of recursive 

type clauses are described in order to guarantee that the mentioned problems t : 8 

and :r: : ( 8 1 , .. . , sn) are decidable. 

Theorem 3 Supposed that the following conditions are satisfied for each type func
tion h E 1Frvpe having a recursive type clause in 'R' : 

• If f(t~) : h(ii) <- Ch is a recursive type clause of 'R! 
1 

th en there is exactly . 
one recursive type constraint z: h(ii) E Ch. 

• o_ne of the following conditions holds for all recursive type clauses 

f(tt): h(ii.) <- Ch of the type constructor h: 
(a) if z : h(ii) E Ch, then there is an i such that v; E ii is a proper subterm 

of u; E u; 
(b) if z : h(v) E chI then h(ii.) = h(v). 

Then the satisfiability of a finite set of type constraints'l is decidable. 

2 Note tha~ we &uppose thAt the type terms occuring in this set do not contain any variables 
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l c ,, better control of type constraint processing the following conditions are very 

rt nnlul: 
( 1) Bach type constructor belongs to a basic type sort (elements of ~orr) and the 

interpretations of type terms h1(u1) and h2(ii2) are disjoint, if ht and h2 
belong to different basic type sorts. 

(2) ·rwo different types are disjoint, if these types are defined by means of set 

definitions. 

II w ndition (1) is satisfied and the type constructors h1 , h2 belong t~ _differe~t b~ic 
1 )' JH1 sorts, then z : (h1(ii!), h2(u2)) cannot be satisfiable. Thus, conditiOn {1~ ~mphes 
n 11 ·cessary condition of satisfiability which can be e.asily checked. H conditaon (2) 
111 rmtisfied, then the definition of the. function ~ can be modified. Let 8 be a 

type defined by s := { t 1, ... , tn} where s, t1 , ••• , tn are constants. Instead of 

/\ (11) = { t 1, ... , tn} it is sufficient to define ~(s) = s in such a case. 

7 Related Work 

'l'lrc benefit of using type information is widely recognized within the field of knowl
r~lge representation and automated theorem proving. Mycroft and O'Keefe {[1~]) 
hnvc proposed a polymorphic type system for Prolog based on many-~rted log1c. 
A formal semantics of this approach is discussed in [16]. A typed functional exten
"'on of logic programming is defined in (22]. OBJ is a logic p~ogra~g langua~e 
hnRed on order-sorted equational logic {(15]). Logic prog.ramn:ung wtth polymorphl
rnlly order-sorted types is proposed in [23] . Other approaches of type concepts for 

logic programming are described in [20]. A framework for i~tegr~ting logical d~duc
tlon and sortal deduction to form deductive systems for logacs w1th sorted var1ables 

l11 discussed in [5) . 
Jn [1) another direction of an approach for types in logic progra~g is give~. 

Ordinary first-order terms are replaced by record structures and a spec1al type uw
Ocation is used . A further direction is proposed in [6) and [7]. Types are defined by 
(unctions on terms (by means of equations). Equations are also used for. the type 

Hystem in [11), but there is a clear distinction between types and funct10ns (and 

predicates) . . 
Tbe general scheme of constraint logic programming was first defined m [13) . 

Since 1987, a great number of publications related to CLP have appeared, devoted 
t,o questions of semantics, new generalizations, implementation o~ con~rete systems, 
n.pplications, and other aspects. The CLP scheme was general1zed m (12) ~here 
j,he process of defining a logic language is regarded as a hierarchical constructiOn of 
ronst raint sys tems and the conditions imposed o~ constraint structures are _relaxe~ . 
Several kinds of semantics for CLP are discussed m [8). A survey on constramt Jogac 
programming is given in (14] and interesting papers of constraint logic programming 

n.re contained in (3) . . 
A predicate logic with restricted quantifiers i~ discussed in [4]. Uni~ersal q_uantl

fi crs with restrictions can be regarded as coostramts for the correspondmg var1ables. 
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Furtberm_ore, ~ r~olution principle for clauses with constraints was proposed in [4), 

where unificatiOn ts replaced by testing constraints for satisfiability over a restriction 

theory. In [4) a sort theory is also mentioned as an example of such a restriction the

ory. Further ~a.mples of papers dealing with constraints and types are [2], [18) , and 

[24]. A constnunt sy.stem for lo~c.prograrnnU~g with feature terms is presented in (2). 

An abstract constra.mt system JS mtroduced m [18) and a simple type system is dis

cussed as an example of this constraint system. In [24] a class of monadic constraints 

is defined where variables range over sets of ground terms described by systems of 

s~t constraints and a unification a1gorithmfor the corresponding constraint terms is 

gtven. 

8 Concluding Remarks 

Our future research will include extensions of the presented approach of a type con

cept in. several. directions. The conditional parts of type rules may be extended by 

~onstram.ts wb1ch are not typ~ constraints, e.g. s(r) :=> 11 <- p(z,y) (where p/2 

JS a predicate defined by defimte clauses). Such constraints should be decidable and 

constructive, and the types of the type declaration of such a constraint should not 

depend on the type which is defined by means of this constraint. The presented type 

concept can be integrated into constraint logic programming. In such a case it is useful 

if t?e condi~ional part of a type rule can contain constraints of the corresponding do

mam, e.g. mterval(z,y) :=> z <- z:nat,z < z,z < y (the computation with types 

has to be extended) . Another interesting extension is the use of predicates connected 

to an external database in the conditional part of type rules. For instance the type 

"student" may be defined by student :=> z <- p..student(z), where ~e assume 

that the predicate p_student/1 is connected to an external database and that this 

predicate can generate the elements belonging to the corresponding relation of the 

database or can check if an element belongs to this relation. Besides of the mentioned 

extensions, our future research will include the development of improved methods for 

com~uting with t~p.e c~nstraints. Note that type rules can also be regarded as special 

rewnte rules. Th1s IS d1scussed in [9]. . 
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Abstract· 
We provide a. method for conducting termination proofs for pure Prolog 

programs, based on the notion of cyclically and acyclically acceptable programs. 
T he proposed method improves on that of Apt and Pedreschi (AP90] (later 
refined in {AP94]) in two directions: mutual recursion, and modularity. On one 
side, a finer tuned treatment of mutual recursion allows us to construct simpler 
proofs, which adopt more natunl level mappings (i.e., termination functions.) 
On the other side, the proposed method exhibits a higher degree of modularity 
in conducting termination proofs. As a. consequence, the proposed method is 
more amenable to be (partly) supported by automatic tools. The method is 
i!Justrated on a number of realistic Prolog ptograms. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The study of termination of logic and Prolog programs is an active research area, as 
witnessed by De Schreye and Decorte in their recent survey (DSD93] . A stream of 
methods for proving termination was started by Bezem for logic programs [Bez89], 
and by Apt and Pedreschi for pure Prolog programs (AP90]. and later refined in 
(AP93, AP94, DSVB92]. These methods are based on the concept of a level mapping, 
i.e., a mapping of the Her brand base of a program into natural numbers, which plays 
the role of a termination function in the proofs. 

Unfortunately, the level mapping required in a termination proof is sometimes 
unnatural , and therefore difficult to be guessed. Also, the structure of the proof often 
lacks modularity. The revised method presented by Apt and Pedreschi in [AP94] 
partly fixes these deficiencies. However, as the realistic examples presented in this 
paper will show, the method in [AP94] still requires unnatural level mappings in the 
case of mutually recursive predicates, and support a degree of modularity which is 
unable to properly deal with natural programs. 

In the present paper, we provide a refined proof method for termination of pure 
Prolog programs, building on that of Apt and Pedreschi . The new method is based on 
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1 Itt• uotion of cyclically and acyclicafly acceptable programs, and im~roves on tha~ of 
1\pL and Pedreschi in two directions: mutual recursion, and modulanty: On one stde, 
11 liner tuned treatment of mutual recursion allows us to construct sunpler proofs , 
wh ich adopt more natural level mappings. On the other side, the proposed method 
, MhibiLs a higher degree of modularity in conducting termination proofs. 

I . 2 Plan of the Paper 
' l'hil; paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall th~ proo.r method of acc~pt-
11hility from [AP90, AP93]. and provide some examples, which pot.nt out the. ~eficten
' H 'K of the method. ln Section 3 we recall the proof method of serru-acceptabtht~ fr~m 
1 A P94], and apply it to the same examples, thus pointi~g out the .solved defioenctes 
1111 {1 those which are not properly dealt with. In Sectton 4 we mtroduce the new 
ptoof method of cyclic and acyclic acceptability, and a~ply it. to the same ~amples, 
1 huN pointing out how the cited deficiencies are dealt wtth . Fmally, we provtde some 
t•oud uding remarks. 

I .3 Preliminaries 
'l'ltroughout this paper we use the standard notation of Lloyd [Llo81J and Apt (Apt90] . 
tu particular for a logic program P (or simply a program) we denote the Herbrand 
J1 11sc of p b; Bp the least Herbrand model of P by Mp and the immediate conse
" ucnce operator by Tp. Also, we use Prolog's convention ident.ifying in th~ context 
0 ( 11 program each string starting with a capital letter with a van able, reservmg other 
,,l.ri ugs for the names of constants, terms or relations. So, for example X s stands for 
r' variable whereas xs stands for a term. 

1 n the programs we use Prolog's list notation . The constant_{] denotes the empty 
IIHL and [ . 1 • ] is a binary function which given a ~erm .x an~ a hst z~ pro~uce,~ ,~ n~w 
li llL [ x 1 xs] with head x and tail xs. By convention, tdenttfiers ending ~tth s , hke 
'I' ll wiU range over lists. The standard notation [ Xt , ... , Xn ], for n ~ 0, t.s used as an 
tdlbreviation of ( :z; 1 1 [· .. [ Xn I[ ]]·· ·]] . len(zs) denot~ the len~th of t.he list xs. 

Throughout the paper we consider LD-resolutton . It ts obtamed fro~ S~D
rc·Rolution by using Prolog first-left selection rule. The concepts of LD-den vat10n, 
t. D-refutation , LD-tree, etc. are defined in the usual way. By "pure P.rolog" we mean 
in this paper the LD-resolution combined with the depth first search m the LD:trees. 

Finally, in this paper we concentrate on le.[t terminating program, accordmg tc 
t.ho following definition from Apt and Pedrescht [AP90): 

Oc finition 1.1 A program is left terminating iff all its LD-derivations starting with 
r' ground goal are finite. c 

A 11 proof method considered in this paper are sound ~n.d co~plet~ ch~racterization1 
of the class of left terminating programs. From empmcal mvesttgat1ons, we founc 
that most (if not all) practical pure Prolog programs are left terminating (e.g., mos• 
pu re programs in Sterling and Shapiro's book [SS86).) 
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2 Acceptable Programs 

T he notion of acceptability provides a declarative characterization of terminating Pro
Jog programs [AP90, AP93] . We begin by recalling some useful definitions. 

Defi.nition 2 .1 A level mapping for a program Pis a function 1-1: Bp - w mapping 
ground atoms to natural numbers. For A E Bp , IAI is the level of A. 0 

Definition 2.2 Let P be a program, 1.1 a level mapping for P and [p a (not neces
sarily Herbrand) interpretation of P . 

• A clause of P is called acceptable with respect to 1-1 and [p, if [p is a model of the 
clause and for all its ground instances A - As, B , Bs: lp F= A s ~ !A I > IBI. 

• A program P is called acceptable with respect to given level mapping and inter
pretation, if all its clauses are. A program is called acceptable if it is acceptable 
with respect to some level mapping and interpretation. 0 

I 

Intuitively the use of the premise lp f= As expresses the fact that when, in the 
evaluation of the goal -As, B , B s using the leftmost selection rule, the atom B is 
reached, the atoms As are already refuted. Consequently, by the soundness of the 
LD-resolution, these atoms are true in ]p . Next, the notion of boundedness is the tool 
for reasoning about termination of non-ground goals. 

Definition 2.3 Let P be a program, A be an atom, G a goal, I-I a level mapping for 
P and lp a model of P: 

• A is bounded with respect to 1-1 (IA I < oo), iff: 

3 k E w : VA' E ground(A) : lA' I ~ k. 

Level mappings can be extended to non-ground bounded atoms: 

IAI =min {k IV A' E ground(A): IA'I ~ k} 

• G is bounded with respect to lp and 1-1 (IGI < oo), iff: 

V -As, A , Bs E ground( G): lp f= As~ !AI < oo. 

0 

We can now relate the notions of acceptable and left terminating programs. 

Theorem 2.4 Let P be a left terminating program. Then for some level mapping 1-1 
and interpretation ]p of P: 

• P is acceptable w.r.t. 1-1 and lp j 
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• for every goal G , G is bounded w.r.t . 1·1 and lp iff all LD-derivations of PU { G} 
are finite. 

P roof. See [AP93) . 0 

" " n consequence, acceptability provides a sound and complete proof method for left 
l••rr11ination: 

'l'h cor em 2 .5 A program is acceptable iff it is left terminating. 0 

2.1 Examples 

M nx:imum of a list of numbers 

t 'onsider the following program LISTMU, which computes the maximum of a list of 
tlld.ural numbers: 

listmax( 0 ,0) +-
listmax([XIXa],Xmax) +- listmax(Xs,Xmax1), aelmax(X , Xmaxl,Xmax) 

selmax ( X,Y,l) +-gte ( X,Y) 
selmax ( X, Y, Y) +- gt e(Y ,X ) 

gte( X, Y} - swa ( Z, Y ,1) 
SUIII(X, O, X) +-
sum( X,a ( Y) ,s(Z)) - sum( X, Y ,Z ) 

lu order to prove that LISTMU is left terminating, we introduce the Herbrand inter
pr~'tation I LIsT MAX, defined by the following relations: · 

h r sTMAX F= listmax(xs , xmax) 
hrsTMAX F= selmax(x, y ,max) 

hJSTMAX F gte(x, y) 
ltiSTMAX F aum(x, y, z ) 

¢> xm.ax E xs V :llllax = 0 
¢> max = x V max = y 

nttd the level mapping 1.1: 

where: 

11nd: 

lswa{x, y , z) l = val(z) 
jgte(x, y)l = val(x) + 1 
lselmax(x , y , z)l = ma:z:([x , yJ) + 2 
llistmax(xa, xmax)l = /en(xa) +ma:z:(xa)+3 

va/(0) = val(O) = val([x lxa]) = 0 
va/(s (x)) = val(x ) + 1 

ma:z:(O) = 0 

maz((xlxs]) = { 
val(x) 
ma:z:(xa) 

if va/(x) > max(xa) 
otherwise 
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The inter?retation hiSTMAX is clearly a model ofLISTMAX. Moreover, the program 

LISTMAX IS acceptable w.r.t . hiSTMAX and j.j; in fact: 

lsum(x, a(y), s(z))l = val(z) + 1 > val(z) = jaum(x, y, z)l 

jgte(x, y)j = val(x) + 1 > val(x) = jsum(z, y, x)l 

lselmax(x, y, x)l = maz(va/(x), val(y)) + 2 > val(x) + 1 = lgte(x, y)j 

jselmax(x, y , y)l = ma:r(va/(x), val(y)) + 2 > val(y) + 1 = jgte(y, x)l 

llistmax([xl:u], xmax)l = /en([x jxs]) + maz([xjxs]) + 3 > 

> /en(xa) + max(xs) + 3 = jlistmax(xs , xmax1)1 

hiSTMAX ~ listmax(xa, :max1) ~ 

jlistmax([xjxa] ,xmax)l = /en{[xj:u]) + ma:r([xjxs]) + 3 > 

> maz(x, xma.x1) + 2 = jselmax(x , xmax1 , xmax)j 

Therefore , we can conclude that the program LISTKA.X is left terminating. Moreover, 

any goal +- listmax(xs , Xmax) is bounded, and hence every LD-derivation for such 

goal is finite. 1 

Powe rs 

Consider now the following program POWER, which computes zll , where :r and y are 

natural numbers: 

pover (X,O,a(O)) +-

power (X, s (Y) , Z) - pover (X, Y, W) , ti.mea(X, W , Z) 

times(X,O,O) -

times (X , a {Y), Z) +-times (X, Y, W), sum{X, W, Z) 

sum(X,O,X) ._ 

BWD(I,a(Y) ,s(Z)) - sWD (I, Y ,Z) 

Consider the Her brand interpretation !po w ER defined as follows: 

!poweR~ pover(:r., y, z) ¢> z = zll (with oo = 1) 

/powER~ times(:r. , y, z) ¢> z = xy 

lpowER~sum(x,y,z) ¢> z= z+y 

!powER is clearly a model of POWER. Consider next the level mapping j.j: 

jpower(x, y, z )! = 
jtimes(x , y, z)l = 
jsum(x, y, z}l 

(z + 2)11 
{:t + l}y 
y 

POWER is acceptable w.r.t . [powER and j. j; in fact : 

jpower(x, s (y) , z)l = (x + 2)11+1 > (z + 2)11 = jpover(x, y, z)l 
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/powER~ power(x, y , v)~ 

jpover(x, a(y), z )l = (z + 2)11+1 > (:r + l )z11 = jtimes(x, v, z)l 

\times(x, s(y), z)l = (:r + 1)(y +I)> (x + 1)y = \times(x, y ,z)l 

/ powER ~ti.llles (x , y , v)=? 

ltimes(:r., s(y), z)\ = (x + 1){y + 1) > zy = \aum(x, v , z)l 

jsum(x, s (y), s(z))l = y + 1 > y = l•um(x, y, z)l 

M rttt'IWt'r, any goal - power(x, y, Z) is bounded , and hence every LD-derivation for 

1111 h ~or~l is finite. 

ltlliiii'Y Rearch 

( '11 111111lt-r t he following program SEARCH, implementing the binary (or dichotomic) 

•••••• t'h on a list of pairs (Key, Value) ordered with respect to Key: 

•ftorch(R,Xs,M) ._ d iv ide (Xs,Ia1,I , Y,ls2), svitch (I,X,Y , Xs1,Is2,M) 

• wltch ( li ,I,M,Xsl,Xs2,M) -

•witch(I,I,Y,Xs1,Xs2,M) -1>1, aearch (l,ls2,K) 

nwitch(li ,X, Y ,Xs1,Xs2,M) -I<X, search(I,Xsl,M) 

lllljt;lllllllted by a DIVIDE program defining relation divide, which we omit. 

C 'nruudcr t he Herbrand interpretation !sEARCH : 

l .vJo; ARCH I= search(n, xs ,m} 

I ,HM n CH ~ divide(xs , xs1 , x , y , xs2) ¢> /en(xs)= 1 + len(xs1 )+len(xs2) 

1 '1 /~ARCH ~ svitch(n, x, y ,xs1 ,xs2,m) 

/.'1 /VI RCH F X> J 
I ,'II::ARCH ~ X < Y 

I IINAIIC /1 is clearly a model of SEARCH if it is a model of DIVIDE. Next, consider the 

l••vt·l mapping j.\: 

lsearch(x, xs ,m)l 
jdivide(xs, xs1, x, J , xs2)1 

lnitch(x, x, y, xs1 , :rs2,m}l 

lx < Yl = lx > Yl 

= 2 len(xs) + 1 
= /en (xs) 
= 2 (/en(xs1) + /en(xs2) + 1) 

= 0 

!IRARCB is acceptable w.r.t . 1·1 and !sEARCH if DIVIDE is; in fact: 

js earch{n , xs , m)l = 2 /en(xs) + 1 > /en(xs} = \divide(xs , xsl , x, y, xs2) \ 

/ sEARC H I= divide(xs , xs1, x, y, xa2)=? . 

lsearch(n,xs, m)l = 2 len(xs) + 1 > 2 (len(xa1) + len(xs2) + 1) = 

= \switch(n, x, y , xs1, xs2, •)1 

jsvitch(n, x , y , xsl , xs2,m)l = 2 (len(xs1) + len(xs2) + 1) > 0 = 
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= In > xl = In < xl 
jsvitch(n, x, y ,xa1 ,xa2,•)1 = 2 (/en(xal) + /en(xa2) + 1) > 2 /en(xa2) + 1 = 

= lsearch(n,xs2,m)l 
jsvitch(n, x, y, xal , xa2 ,m)l = 2 (/en(xsl) + /en(xs2) + 1) > 2 /en(xsl) + 1 = 

= laearch(n,xal ,m)l. 

Moreover , any goal - aearch(n, xa, M) is bounded , and hence every LD-derivation starting from such goal is finite. 

3 Semi-acceptable programs 
The proof method for left termination presented in the previous section suffers from two drawbacks. 

• The level mapping used in the proof of acceptabili ty is sometimes different from the expected natural candidate. Consider for instance the program SEARCH. The 
relation search is defined by induction on the length of its second argument, 
which is a list, and therefore a natural candidate for lsearch(n,xs,m) I is 
len(xs ). Nevertheless, it is needed to multiply by 2 and add 1 to such a value 
in order to enforce a strict. decreasing from the relation search to the relations 
divide and switch, as required by the definition of acceptability. 

• The proposed proof method does not provide means for constructing modular 
proofs, hence no straightforward technique is available to combine proofs for separate programs in order to obtain proofs of combined programs. In the 
SEARCH example, abstracting over the termination proof for the program DIVIDE is, strictly speaking, improper, and it is not a trivial task to find a program which 
is acceptable w.r.t . the given level mapping. 

As the module hierarchy of a program becomes more complex, the lack in mod
ularity and the needed adjustments of natural level mappings become more artificial and consequently more difficult to discover and to handle. These drawbacks are (par
tially) overcome by the concept of semi-acceptability. We first introduce some useful definitions from [AP94]: 

Definition 3.1 Let P be a program, llp the set of relations defined by P , p and q relations in llp: 

• we say that p refers to q in P if there is a clause in P that uses p in its head 
and q in its body; 

• se say that p depends on q in P , and write p;! q, if (p,q) is in the reflexive, transitive closure of the rel~tion refers to; 

• we write p ~ q iff p;! q 1\ q ;! p; 
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• w1· write p :J q iff p;! q 1\ q ~ P· 
0 

. . . h · calls from recursive ones. The I h• ' "' "Lion ::::J allows us to dlstmgUIS non-rec~r.stve t . t decreasing of the level '" ,f h '" of acceptability can be relaxed by requmng a s ric 
'"''""'"K only on recursive calls. 

II 1 1 · d I an interpretation of lfutluition 3.2 Let P be a program, . a eve mappmg an P 

1' 1 l lwn: 

·tr I · •t del • A clause is called semi-acceptable with respect to \.\ and lp , I P 
15 1 5 mo 

,111d for every its ground instance A- As, B, Bs: 

{ 
\AI > \BI if rel(A) ~ rel(B) 

lp I= As~ lA I ~ IBI if rel(A) :J rel(B) 

· 11 •th ect to a level mapping and an • A program is called sema-acceptav e WI resp . 11 if . t . . I . A am is called sema-acceptav e 1 lS interpretation iff every Its c ause ts. progr . . . 0 tJomi-acceptable with respect to some level mappmg and mterpretatiOn. 

ludt' ·d, the notions of acceptability and semi-acceptability are equivalent. 

l · I n 'nterpretation of P and 'l'lll'o rem 3.3 Let p be a program, I· I a /eve mappang, P a a 
( l 11 goal; thus: 

• p is semi-acceptable iff it is acceptable; 
. d d t II d I then P is acceptable • if p is semi-acceptable and G as boun e w. r . . . an P ' 

and G bounded w.r.t. a level mapping 11·11 and lp. 

0 Proof. See [AP94) . 
The new definitions improve the modularity of the method; to this purpose we intro
duce the following definition: 

l>diuition 3.4 Let P and Q be programs: 

• A relation is defined in a program p if it occurs in the head of a clause of P ; 
. . Q 0 • p ext ends Q if no relation defined lD p occurs lD . 

. d Q ns that p uses Q as a subprogram. The following result llnJncally, p exten s m ea . . fs .d method for conduct.ing modular ternunat.lon proo . prov1 es a . 
rr heor e m 3.5 Let p and Q be programs such that p extends Q. Suppose that: 

. • Q is semi-acceptable w.r.t. 1·\q and lp n Bqi 

• p is semi-acceptable w.r.t. I·IP and lp ; 
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• there exists a level mapping ll ·llp such that for every ground instanct 
A+- As, B, Bs of every clause of P : 

if rei( B) is defined in P 
if rei( B) is defined in Q 

then P U Q is semi-acceptable w.r.t. J.J and ]p , where J.J is defined as follows: 

Proof. See [AP94] . 

3.1 Examples 

Maximum of a list of numbers 

if rei( A) is defined in P 
if rel(A) is defined in Q 

Consider again the program LISTMAX and the following level mapping: 

lsum(x, y, z)J val(z) 
Jgte(x, y)/ = val(x) 
!selmax(x,y,z)l = max([x,y])) 
/listmax(xs ,max)J = len (xs ) + max(xs) 

Cl 

LISTM.U is semi-acceptable w.r.t. the interpretation IusTMAX as in Section 2.1 and 
J.J; in fact : 

Jsum(x, s(y), s (z))J = val(z) + 1 > val(z) = Jaum(x , y, z)J 
/gte(x, Y)l = val(x) = lsum(z, y, x)J 
Jselmax(x, y,_x)/ = max(val(x), val(y));::: val(x) = Jgte(x, y)J 
Jselmax(x, y, y)J = max(val(x), val(y)) 2: val(y) = Jgte(y,x)J 
llistmax([xlxs), xmax)l = /en([xJxs]) + max([xjxsJ) > 
> len(xs) + ma.:z:(xs) = llistmax(xs ,maxl)J 
hiSTM AX }= listmax(xa, max1):::} 
/listmax([x/xsJ, J:JDax)J = /en([xJxaJ) + max([xJxsJ) ;::: 
2: max(x,xmaxl) = Jselmax(x, maxl , xmax)J. 

Observe that the proof method based on semi-acceptability allows us to construct a 
simpler termination proof for LISTMAX, which uses more natural level mappings. 

Powers 

Consider again the program POWER. We define a level mapping J.JPOWER as follows: 

/pover(x,y,z)/POWER = y 
/times(x, y,z)JPoWER = 0. 
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Ito , lnu twt~ defining the predicate pover are semi-acceptable w.r.t . the Herbrand 

lttloqot<•lhtion /po wER as in Section 2.1 and J.JPOWER : 

Jpover(x, s (y) , ziPoWER = ll + 1 > Y = Jp~ver(x, y, ziPoWER 
Jpover(x, s(y),zlpowER = y+ 1 > 0 = Jtaes(x,v,z!PoWER 

W• tl 11ll1111 ll level mapping I·ITIMES as follows: 

Jtimes{x, y , z)iriMES = 11 
Jsum(x, y , z)iTIMES = 0 

1111 1 l11uxcs defining the predicate times are semi-acceptable w.r. t. !powER and 

II,,Mm;: 
ltimes(x, s(y), z)lriMES = y + 1 > y = Jtimes(x ,y,z)lriMES 
Jtimes(x, s(y), z )!TIMES = y + 1 > 0 = !sum(x, v ,z )JTIMES · 

t'lu l\l ly, we define a level mapping l·lsuM as follows: 

Jsum(x,y,z)lsuM = Y 

11111 ,, ) 1111ses defining the predicate sum are semi-acceptable w.r.t. !powER and l · lsuM • 

.. lt1 Section 2.1. 

Ill 1111J1, r to prove the left termination of POWER we now use (two times) Theorem 3.5. 

A• ll r11L st.ep we define the level mapping li· IITIMES as follows: 

lltimes(x, y ,z )llriMES = xy 

II II fulfills the requirements of Theorem 3.5; in fact: I'IMES 

lltimes(x, s(y), z)llriMES = x(y + 1) 2: xy = lltimes{x, y, v)IITIMES 

[powER I= times(x, y, v) =? 

lltimes(x, s{y), z)IITJMES = z(y + 1) ~ xy = Jsu.m{x, w,z)lsuM · 

'l 'llflrefore the program consisting of the clauses defining the predicates times and 

a \111 is ser:u-acceptable w.r.t . [powER and 1 · 1~/MES defined as follows: 

lt imes(x , y , z)I~JMES = y+xy =(x+l)y 
Jaum(x , y , z)I~IMES = Y· 

Atl 3 second step, we' define a level mapping li ·IIPow ER as follows: 

lltimes(x, y,z)llriMES = (x + 1)V 

II II fulfills the requirements of Theorem 3.5; in fact: • POWER 

llpover(x, s(y) , z)llpowER = (x + l)Y+l 2: {z + 1}V = llpover(x,y, v )IIPoWER 

/powER 1= pover(x,y,w)=> )I• 
llpover(x, s(y) , z)llpowER = (x+ 1)'+1 2: (x+ l )zV = Jtimes(x,v, z TIM ES 
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Therefore, the program POWER is semi-acceptable w.r.t. ]powER and l ·l~oWER de
fined as follows: 

Jpover( x, y, z )l{>ow ER 
ltimes(x, y , z)IPOWER = 
lsum(x, y,z)l~oWER 

(:z: + 1)V + y 
(:z: + 1)y 

= y . 

Binary search 

Consider again the program SEARCH and the following level mapping: 

lsearcb(x , xa, •)I = 2 /en(u) 
jdivide(u, xs1,x,y, xs2)J = /en(xa) 
lsvitch(x, x, y, xs1, xa2,m)l = 2 (/en(xa1) + /en(xs2)) + 1 
lx > yJ = lx < Yl = 0 

SEARCH is semi-acceptable w.r.t. the interpretation ! sEARCH as in Section 2.1 and 
I.J, provided that the program DIVIDE is; in fact: 

I 
lsearch(n, xs, m)l = 2 len(xa) ~ len(xs) = ldivide(xs , xs1 , x, y , xs2)J 
!sEARCH F divide(xs, xa1 , x, y, xs2)=? 
lsearch(n, xs , m)l = 2 len(xs) > 2 (/en(xs1) + /en(xs2)) + 1 = 
= lsvitch(n, x, y,xs1 , xs2,m)l 
Jsvitch(n, x , y, xs1 , xs2,m)J = 2 (/en(xs1) + len(xa2)) + 1 > 0 = In> xJ = 
=In < xJ 
lavitcb(n, x , y, xs1 ,xs2,m)J = 2 (len(xs1) + /en(xs2)) + 1 > 2/en(xs2) = 
= Jsearch(n, xs2 ,m)l 
lsvitch(n, x, y, xs1 , xs2 ,m)l = 2 (/en(xs1) + /en(xs2)) + 1 > 2 len(xs1) = 
= lsearcb(n, :u1 ,m)l. 

4 Cyclically and acyclically acceptable programs 
Our LISTKAX example, and a variety of examples in [AP94] point out that the concept 
of semi-acceptability enhances the modularity of the proposed method and, in most 
cases, it allows using natural level mappings. Unfortunately, this is not the case in 
the POWER and SEARCH examples, which still need complex level mappings. 

In the case of program POWER, the problem is due the fact that the notion of 
semi-acceptability is not fully modular, since the condition ~n the "auxiliary" level 
mapping IJ .IJP is not "local" to the clauses connecting P with Q (see Theorem 3.5). 
To find such a local con<li tion we would like to drop the IJAIJp ~ JIBIJp line, but this 
is incorrect . A local condition is needed, to ensure that the resolvent of any bounded 
goal in an LD-derivation is still bounded (see Lemma 4.3). This can be achieved by 
requiring a functional dependency between IJAIJp and !Alp, i.e. JIAIJp = 'l)(jAjp)· 

In the case of program SEARCH, the problem arises from the presence of mutual 
recursion between the predicates search and switch. Notice that. none of the exam
ples in (A P94] is mutually recursive. Definition 3.2 requires that the level mapping 
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1
J

111
·r111\Scs at each step of the LD-resolution, while it is sufficient that the level mapping 

1!••1 tl't\Ses at each "cycle". . . 
We propose a method which overcomes tb~ problems, by .bu1ldmg upon the 

1111
t lo

11 
of semi-acceptability. The following defimtton of a cycle Will be useful later. 

1•nlluition 4.1 A cycle of a program P is an ordered sequence of n (with n > 0) 
, !huiles of P : 

Hlll'h that: 

C = {A;<- As;, B;, Bsa} (i E [1, n]) 

rel(Aa) 'I rel(Aj) 
rel(Ba) = ref(Ai+t) 
rel(Bn) = rel(Al). 

if i i= j 
if i E [1, n- 1] 

' l'lw order of a cycle is the number n of clauses belonging to it. 0 

Wr• 11ow introduce the notions of cyclically and acyclically acceptable programs. The 
1 1111

ccpl. of cyclic acceptability generalizes the requirement of strict decreasing of .a 
1

1 
v

1
•1 mapping in the case of mutually recursive pr:dicates. !he concept of acy.chc 

1
u 

1
,.ptability generalizes the requirement of non-stnct decreasmg of a level mappmg. 

1)
1 

rtnition 4.2 Let p be a program, I· I a level mapping and ]p an interpretation of 
I ' , 

• A cycle of order n of Pis acceptable w.r.t . J.l and ]p iff /p is its model and for 
every its ground instance {A; <- As, , B;, B Si}. 1

: 

[
ViE (l , n]: lp F As; A] =>lAd> IBn! 
V i E (1 , n - 1) : B; = A;+t 

A program is cyclically acceptable w .r .t. \.1 and ]p iff at least one cy.clic pe~mu
tation of all its cycles is acceptable w.r.t . \.1 and ]p. A pro~ram IS ~ychcally 
acceptable iff it is cyclically acceptable w.r.t . some level mappmg and mt.erpre-
tation. 

• A clause is acyclically acceptable w.r.t. 1.1 and ]p iff ]p is its model and exists a 
total function "t : w _,. w, such that, for every ground instance A+- As , B, Bs 
of the clause: 

]p F As=> w(JA\) ~ IBI 

A program is acyclically acceptable w.r.t . 1·1 and lp iff every its clause is; a 
program is acyclically acceptable iff it is acyclically acceptab.le w .r .t. some level 

d . t• 0 m apping an mterpreta 1on. 
'The scope of each variable name is always only the cont~ling clause, so variables belonginf!; t o 

oll fTerent. clauses are always to be considered different, even if they share the same name, t hUII can 
h n bounded to dHferent t ent\$. 



Some results concerning cyclic and acyclic acceptability follows. The next. Lemma points out the key property of acyclic acceptability, namely that the persistence or boundedness during the process of tO-resolution. In other words, the tO-resolvent of a bounded goal w.r .t . a acyclically acceptable program is in turn bounded . 
Lemma 4.3 Let P be a program, acyclica/ly acceptable w.r.t. ]p and 1.1, and G,G' be goals such that G' is o LD-resolvent of G in P. Then IGI < oo:::} IG'I < oo. 0 
As a consequence of temma4.3, we obtain that, for a program which is both cyclically and a9clically acceptable, all tO-derivations starting from a bounded goal are finite. 
Theorem 4.4 Let P be a program, cyclically and acyclically acceptable w.r.t. 1.1 and lp , and G a goal, bounded w.r.t. 1.1 and ]p . Then every LD-derivation of P U {G} ;., ~~ 

0 
Finally, the following result points out the equivalence of the new notions with those of acceptability and semi-acceptability. Cyclic and acyclic acceptability, therefore, yield a sound and complete method for proving left termination. 

Theore m 4 .5 Let P be a program; then the following characterizations are equivalent: 

(i) P is left t erminating, 

(ii) P is acceptable, 

(iii) P is semi-acceptable, 

(iv) P is cyclically and acyclically acceptable. 

4.1 Examples 

0 

We now show how the proof method based on the notions of cyclic and acyclic acceptability improves on the method in [AP94), by supporting a higher degree of modularity and allowing to use more natural level mappings. In particular , the new method fixes the cited problems in the POWER and SEARCH examples. 

Powers 

Consider again the program POWER and the level mapping 1.1 defined as follows: 

!power( x, y , z )I = 
jtimes(x, y, z)l = 
lsum(x, y, z)l 

z+y 
z+y 

= y 

POWER. is cyclically acceptable w .r .t. the interpretation [powER as in Section 2.1 ; in fact, the only cycles of the program are the recursive clauses, and therefore: 

_ + 1 > z + y == lpower(x, y , w)l \pover(x,s(y), z)l- z+y + 1 > z+fl = \times(x,y,v)l ltimes(x , s(y), z)\ = :c +!I - I um(x y z)\ . lsum(x, s (y), z)\ = y + 1 > !I- s , , . h 
!powER and \.1; in fact, usmg t e u "OWER is acyclically acceptable w.r.t. "'"', ,.ym ,, 

ualllt" y functions: 

w• ul.l t1in: 

+l(z) = z% 
+z(z) = z2 

!,.owER F pover(x , y , v) => 1)%+v+l > zV + :c:::: \times(x, v , z)l ll!, (lpower(x , s(y),z)l) = (:c + y+ -
1 1- times(x, y , v)=> 1 ( z)\ POWER r- )\) _ ( + y+ 1)2 > Z!/::: sum X,V, \{1 .. (\times(x, s (y), z - z d .. 

· more mo -. ting The proof structure ts now b A Consequence POWER is left ter~ma . " ' 1' ry" functions is balanced by t e II 1\ f • t ductng the aUXl )a the cost o m ro 1 ulnr ~ 1110reover, . hich is now more natura . llhllplicity of the level mappmg, w · 

Ulnnry search . \I· • SEARCH and the level mappmg · · ( lonsider agam the program . 

)I = len(xs) lsearch(x, xs ,m )\ = len(xs) 
\divide(xs , xs1 , x, y, xs

2 
)\ = len(xs1)+len(xs2) \svitch(x, x ,y ,x81 ,xs2,m = 0 

jx < Yl ::: Jx > y\ . . 1 as in SectiOn 2.1 1 t the interpretatiOn SEARCH h th SEARCH is cyclically acceptab e w.r . ~!VIDE is. To prove this :act, observ~ t .at e d II provided that the progr~ 1 ( d their cychc permutatiOn). fl.O • , • ly the followtng two eye es an program contams on 
2 M) ) vitch(J,X,Y,Xs1,ls • M) divide(ls,ls1,l,Y,Xs2 ' 8 search(J,ls, +- M) 1>1 search(I,X82,M) svitch(J,X,Y,Xs1,Xs2, t- ' 

and: 
. . ( I Is1 X y Xs2), svitch(I,X,Y,Xs1,ls2,M) M) ..- d1.v1.de 8, • • • 8 earch(I,Xs • M) J<X aearch(I,Xsi,M) svitch(J,X,Y,Xs1,Xs2, +- • 

1 re acceptable w.r.t. ! sEARCH and \.\: The above eye es a 
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!sEARCH F divide(u,u1,x, y , xs2)~ 
Jsearch(n, xa, m)l = 
= /en(xs) > /en(xa1) + len(xa2) ~ len(xa2) = 
= Jsearch(n, xs2, m)l 
!sEARCH F divide(xs, xs1, x,y,xa2)=> 
!search(n, xs , m)l = 
= /en(xs) > len(ul) + /en(xs2) ~ /en(xs1) = 
= !search(n, xs1 , m)l 

Moreover SEARCH is acyclically acceptable w.r.t . !sEARCH and 1-1; in fact, taking~ 
as the identity function we obtain: 

Jsearch(n,xs,m)J = len(xs) = jdivide{xs,xs1,x,y,xs2)1 
!sEARCH F divide(xs , xs1 , x, y, xs2) => 
Jsearch(n, xs, m)J = 
= /en(xs) > len(xa1) + /en(xs2) = Javitch(n, x,Y, xs1 , xs2 , m)l 
!svitch(n,x, y,xs1,xs2 ,m)l = /en(xs1) +len(xa2) ~ 0 = 
= In < xl = In > xi 
Jsvitch(n, x, y, xs1 , xa2 ,m)l = /en(xs1) + /en(xs2) ~ len(xs1) = 
= Jsearch(n, xs 1, m)l 
lsvi tch(n, x, y, xs 1, xs2, m)l = len(xs1) + len(xa2) ~ len(.xs2) = 
= Jsearch{n, xs2, m)l 

As a consequence, SEARCH is left terminating. Observe that the adopted level mapping 
is now more natural than in the case of acceptability and semi-acceptability. 

5 Conclusions 

' The paper presented a refinement of the method of Apt and Pedreschi for proving 
termination of Prolog program, which yields simpler and more modular proofs. The 
examples showed bow a better proof structure is achieved, and more natutal level 
mappings are adopted. Both improvements account for a larger amenability of the 
method to be partially supported by automatic tools. Indeed , the development of 
tools of this kind , capable of assisting the users in conducting termination proofs, 
is an important, direction for future research. Automatic methods for termination 
proofs, however, form a whole stream of research {see the survey paper of De Schreye 
and Decorte [DSD93] for references.) 

Moreover, further improvements of the method are still possible. First, the ex
amples (in particulaT the program POWER) indicates that the property of acyclic ac
ceptability should be extracted from the model used in the termination proof, by 
exploiting the interargument relationships defined by the model itself. Second, a sim
pler method should not adopt the Herbrand base, which is not a modular concept, 
but rather the subset of the Herbrand base which is relevant to the program under 
consideration. 
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